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Abstract

The paper describes a mathematical model of the molecular switches of cell survival, apo-

ptosis, and necroptosis in cellular signaling pathways initiated by tumor necrosis factor 1.

Based on experimental findings in the literature, we constructed a Petri net model based on

detailed molecular reactions of the molecular players, protein complexes, post-translational

modifications, and cross talk. The model comprises 118 biochemical entities, 130 reactions,

and 299 edges. We verified the model by evaluating invariant properties of the system at

steady state and by in silico knockout analysis. Applying Petri net analysis techniques, we

found 279 pathways, which describe signal flows from receptor activation to cellular

response, representing the combinatorial diversity of functional pathways.120 pathways

steered the cell to survival, whereas 58 and 35 pathways led to apoptosis and necroptosis,

respectively. For 65 pathways, the triggered response was not deterministic and led to multi-

ple possible outcomes. We investigated the in silico knockout behavior and identified impor-

tant checkpoints of the TNFR1 signaling pathway in terms of ubiquitination within complex I

and the gene expression dependent on NF-κB, which controls the caspase activity in com-

plex II and apoptosis induction. Despite not knowing enough kinetic data of sufficient quality,

we estimated system’s dynamics using a discrete, semi-quantitative Petri net model.

Author summary

It is still a challenge to develop mechanistic models for big molecular systems without the

knowledge of enough kinetic parameters of sufficient quality. At the same time, more

qualitative and semi-quantitative data have been produced in increasing numbers, e.g., by

new high-throughput technologies. This has generated demands for new concepts at

appropriate abstraction levels. The Petri net formalism enables the integration of qualita-

tive as well as quantitative data and provides algorithms and methods for model
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verification and model simulation. Moreover, Petri nets exhibit a clear and coherent visu-

alization. Here, we modeled the molecular switches between cell survival, apoptosis, and

necroptosis induced by tumor necrosis factor 1. We were interested not only in an exhaus-

tive exploration of all possible signaling pathways, but also in finding the system’s check-

points. Our Petri net model comprises 118 biochemical entities, 130 reactions, and 299

edges. We found 279 pathways that describe signal flows from receptor activation to cellu-

lar response.120 pathways steered the cell to survival, whereas 58 and 35 pathways led to

apoptosis and necroptosis, respectively. For 65 pathways, the triggered response was not

deterministic, leading to multiple possible outcomes. We applied in silico knockout analy-

ses to the Petri net model and could identify important checkpoints of the tumor necrosis

factor 1 signaling pathway.

Introduction

The tumor necrosis factor receptor 1 (TNFR1) controls pivotal cellular processes involved in

immunity and developmental processes [1]. TNFR1 mediates signaling pathways, which

induce opposing cellular responses from initiation of gene expression to two forms of cell

death, apoptosis and necroptosis [2,3]. Apoptosis has long been viewed as the only form of cell

death, which is initiated by the cell itself. Apoptosis is regulated by a specific family of death

effector enzymes—the caspases [4]. A cascade of caspase activation leads to the cleavage of sub-

strates that initiate further processes of the cell death machinery [5]. Two major pathways of

apoptosis induction exist, the extrinsic pathway via the direct activation of effector caspase 3

(CASP3) by caspase 8 (CASP8) and the intrinsic pathway via the mitochondrion, inducing

mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP) and eventually leading to CASP3

activation [6]. At several stages of apoptosis induction, inhibitory events can prevent apoptosis,

the ratio between anti-apoptotic and pro-apoptotic proteins tips the balance. For a more

detailed description of the extrinsic and intrinsic pathways, see S1 Text.

Whereas apoptosis is a well-known and well-studied pathway, the regulation and function

of the necroptosis pathway has just recently been discovered and is still under study [7,8].

Necroptosis describes a cell death mode that exhibits the phenotype of necrosis, although it is

ordered and controlled like apoptosis [9]. Alike necrosis, necroptosis features a form of cellular

explosion, releasing the cellular content into the cell surrounding and initiating inflammation

in the tissue [9]. On the contrary, cells that undergo apoptosis recycle most of the cellular mol-

ecules to reserve the energy and slowly digest themselves without inducing an inflammatory

response in the surrounding cells [4]. Necroptosis seems to play a crucial role in nonalcoholic

fatty liver disease, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, and liver cancer [10].

Alternatively to cell death, the activation of nuclear factor κ-light-chain-enhancer of acti-

vated B cells (NF-κB) initiates the gene expression of mainly pro-inflammatory and anti-apo-

ptotic operating genes [3]. Therefore, the NF-κB pathway is often referred to as the survival

pathway triggered by TNFR1 stimulation [1]. A permanent activation of NF-κB can result in

chronical inflammation and promote the formation of tumors [11]. In cancer cells, the gene

expression is often permanently active, for example, by a disruption of the TNFR1 signaling

pathway, such that the cells exhibit a resistance against cell death induction. Anticancer ther-

apy aims to induce cell death in cancer cells often by triggering apoptosis pathways [12–16]

and therapeutic exploitation of necroptosis [17].

The regulation of the opposing signaling cascades has been often considered as a molecular

switch. Receptor-interacting protein 1 (RIP1) seems to have a pivotal function in modulating
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the controversial outcomes since it is an essential signaling node in all pathways, see Fig 1. The

activity and function of RIP1 is sensitively controlled [18], for example, by post-translational

modifications, such as phosphorylation and ubiquitination. During ubiquitination, ubiquitin

(Ub) covalently attaches Ub molecules to substrate proteins, forming chains of different link-

age types [19] and assigning specific functions to the respective proteins [20]. Linear Ub chains

influence the modulation and control of activity in signal transduction [21–23]. The Ub system

may have a promising therapeutic potential similar to the post-translational modification of

phosphorylation mediated by kinases [14,24].

Although high-throughput technologies have provided many experimental data, there is a

lack regarding the quality, quantity, and completeness of the data. Computational models are

powerful approaches to represent and understand the complexity of biological systems.

Fig 1. The TNFR1 signal transduction pathway. Upon engagement of TNFR1, complex I is rapidly formed and mediates the signaling to NF-κB activation.

The ubiquitination mediated by E3 ligases, like cellular inhibitor of apoptosis protein 1 (cIAP1) or cellular inhibitor of apoptosis protein 2 (cIAP2) and linear

ubiquitin chain assembly complex (LUBAC), promotes the association of complex I. The Ub modification is required for full activation of the inhibitor of NF-

κB (IκB) and subsequent NF-κB activation. Activated NF-κB in the nucleus initiates the expression of target genes like IκB, A20, cellular FLICE-inhibitory

protein (cFLIPL), B-cell lymphoma 2 (BCL-2), and X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein (XIAP). A20 is a deubiquitinating enzyme (DUB), which is reported

to cleave lysine 63 (K63) chains while protecting methionine 1 (M1) chains from cleavage. The deubiquitination by CYLD (cylindromatosis) destabilizes the

complex and promotes the formation of complex II in the cytosol. Complex IIa associates caspase 8 (CASP8), while complex IIb additionally binds RIP1.

cFLIPL reduces, but does not fully inhibit, caspase activity, which leads to RIP1 and RIP3 cleavage and inhibits apoptosis and necroptosis. cFLIPS fully inhibits

caspase activity and promotes the formation of the necrosome. Autophosphorylation of RIP3 allows the recruitment and phosphorylation of MLKL, which

subsequently forms active oligomers and translocates to the plasma membrane to induce necroptosis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g001
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Computational systems biology can provide information on the system-wide behavior without

knowing kinetic parameters. Systematic analyses can gain new insights of regulation, reveal

correlations in diseases and pathologies, and can suggest potential targets for therapeutic treat-

ment [25,26]. Newly emerging experimental procedures, in combination with improved

computational methods, are promising approaches to analyze signaling pathways also with

regard to therapeutic intervention and drug treatment [27]. The available data and the ques-

tions to be addressed determine the modeling approach. These approaches cover kinetic or

stochastic, quantitative models, for example, systems of ordinary differential equations

(ODEs) [28], qualitative models as Boolean models [29,30], or semi-quantitative models, as,

for example, Petri nets (PNs) [31,32]. PNs allow for qualitative discrete modeling as well as for

quantitative, continuous modeling. PNs have been widely applied to model biological path-

ways at different scales of abstraction, including metabolic systems, signal transduction path-

ways, gene regulatory systems [33–39]. Additionally, PNs provide a simplified and clear user-

friendly visualization of the model graph [40,41].

The TNFR1 signaling pathway has often been a subject of mathematical modeling [42]. The

models aimed to describe dynamics, regulations, and crosstalk of the NF-κB pathway [43,44].

On the one hand, the NF-κB regulation is well- characterized and has often been analyzed by

quantitative modeling approaches, such as, e.g., an ODE-based model of the NF-κB signaling

module [45]. According to new measured values and estimated parameters, there exist various

adaptations and further developments of this model [46–51]. Other ODE-based applications

consider, for example, oscillation dynamics of the functional switching of NF-κB for B-cell

activation [52] or therapeutic questions on NF-κB synthetic decoy oligodeoxynucleotides [53].

On the other hand, new insights have often supersede older views of the regulation and have

initiated the development of, for example, a hybrid PN of NF-κB activation and regulation of

gene expression [54]. A Boolean model have described the interplay between NF-κB activa-

tion, apoptosis, and necroptosis, following the stimulation of TNFR1 and FAS receptor [55].

Schlatter et al. have proposed a Boolean model of the processes of apoptosis, which considers

several stimuli [56]. Schliemann et al. have merged two existing models to an ODE model with

pro- and anti-apoptotic responses of TNFR1 signaling [57]. Melas et al. have introduced a

hybrid model, covering the stimulation of seven receptors and 22 cytokine stimuli in immuno-

logical pathways [58]. Very recently, Mothes et al. have investigated effects of different A20

feedback implementations for the NF-κB signaling dynamics, applying ODE modeling tech-

niques [59]. All these models have aimed do describe molecular systems in detail. Their focus

have been specific processes or stimuli. No previous model has considered the entire molecular

switch between cell survival, apoptosis, and necroptosis.

The optimal modeling approach should be guided by the current knowledge and the

amount and quality of the available data of the biological system under study and by the ques-

tions that should be addressed. For signaling pathways, many qualitative information is avail-

able, although exact parameters and kinetic data are scarce. The reason is that signaling

systems exhibit kinetics, which is hard to elucidate in experimental investigations. Therefore,

biological systems often lack of sufficient data. Only small-sized systems have been modeled

and analyzed using equation-based approaches, for example, the IκB-NF-κB signaling module

[45]. Qualitative information is extensively available and have been derived from, e.g., knock-

out experiments or pulldown assays to identify the components and causal relations of a path-

way. The huge amount of qualitative data encourages the development and application of

topology-based models to molecular systems. To integrate as much as possible of knowledge

in a mathematical model, we abstracted from a complete set of kinetic parameters, as, e.g., con-

centrations and reaction rates. Instead, we have been applying a theoretical concept that allows
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semi-quantitative modeling if sufficient data is available and otherwise enables an appropriate

abstraction level: the Petri net formalism.

Petri nets

We apply a mathematical formalism called Petri nets (PNs) that enables to explore the dynam-

ics in a non-deterministic way. For model construction, we need the knowledge on the chemi-

cal reactions, such as complex formation, phosphorylation, ubiquitination, or metabolic

reactions. This active part of the system is modeled as transitions visualized as squares or rect-

angles. The chemical or biological entities, like proteins, DNA, RNA, or metabolites, are mod-

eled as places drawn as circles. Places and transitions are connected via directed edges. To

model the dynamics of a system, we used movable objects—the tokens. Places can carry tokens,

which represent a number of an entity, e.g., one mole of a compound. Tokens can move

through the system according to specific firing rules. Starting with an initial distribution of the

tokens on the places that could correspond to a physiological state, we interpret a flow of

tokens as a flow of substances or a flow of signals. An important feature of PNs is the availabil-

ity of mathematically proven techniques for verification of consistency and of correctness of a

model [60,61]. In particular for biological systems, the analysis of system’s invariants provide

valuable insights. Invariants remain true for each possible state of the system. Biologically,

invariants correspond to general principles that are valid under steady-state conditions. We

apply place invariants and transition invariants. Place invariants are sets of places (entities)

that describe the conservation of substances. A transition invariant is a set of transitions that

represents a specific fundamental pathway. Transition invariants decompose the PN model

into modules. The module of a transition invariant is the subnetwork defined by its transitions

(reactions), the places connected to the transitions, and edges between the transitions and

places. For biological models, transition invariants represent functional modules. Each reac-

tion should be part of a transition invariant, otherwise the reaction could be removed from the

model or the model contains an error. Thus, transition invariants can be applied to check the

model for consistency and partly also for its correctness. For more detailed information, we

refer to section “Materials and Methods”.

In this paper, we were interested in an exhaustive modeling of the molecular switch behav-

ior of the TFNR1-induced signaling pathway, covering the NF-κB pathway, apoptosis, and

necroptotic processes. Our model primarily focuses on the TNFR1-mediated pathways

because TNFR1 is a ubiquitous membrane receptor, which has been studied intensively by

numerous experimental groups. We abstained from incorporating further receptors. An exten-

sion of the model to include other relevant cell death-inducing receptors, as, e.g., the FAS

receptor, would significantly increase the complexity of the model but is a worthwhile task for

future work. Here, we developed a semi-quantitative PN model and applied invariant-based

methods and in silico knockout analysis to investigate and discuss the system’s behavior of the

PN. This includes a detailed discussion of the molecular switch behavior in the TNFR1-in-

duced signaling pathway.

Results

Compilation of literature-based knowledge

It is crucial to find the suitable level of abstraction and scope of model with regard to the avail-

able knowledge of the signaling pathway and the questions to be addressed. Significant aspects

are the availability, amount, quality, and reliability of experimental findings. For the TNFR1

signaling system, kinetic data are scarce and do not cover the entire scope of processes. We

cannot build a fully quantitative model because the required knowledge of stoichiometry,
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concentration, and other kinetic parameters is lacking for many processes. Note that, experi-

mental investigation of detailed kinetics under relevant in vivo conditions is difficult. The lack

of kinetic parameters motivated us to work at a higher level of abstraction. We chose the Petri

net formalism [31,32] as the appropriate modeling framework because PNs provide a hierarchy

of levels of abstraction, a broad variety of rigorous methods for analysis and simulation, and a

convenient visualization of the model and of the analysis results. The initial challenge of the

modeling process was the construction of the model, which demanded for an unbiased manual

curation of available information in the literature. We did not apply text-mining approaches

but fully manually researched the literature, starting with review papers. Whereas for some pro-

cesses of the TNFR1 pathway, information and experimental findings were uniquely reported,

for other processes, the interpretations of experiments were contradictorily discussed. In these

cases, we discussed the literature with our experimentally working coauthors and chose an

appropriate abstraction. In the initial step, we compiled all processes into a graphical represen-

tation using Inkscape [62], see Fig 1. This graphic was the starting point for the construction of

the PN. For every reaction (transition) of the model, S1 and S2 Tables give the name, the biolog-

ical process, the corresponding literature reference, and, if available, the organism and/or cell

line. The majority of reactions was measured in mammals (human and mice).

Information on the stoichiometry was lacking for the majority of reactions. We abstained

to speculate about reaction kinetics, as, e.g., the Michalis-Menten kinetics, that might be rea-

sonable for some of the reactions. Instead, we abstracted processes by a single transition if not

more detailed information was available. The PN model might ignore the detailed kinetics of

many reactions. Note that, a detailed kinetic model of the entire TFNR1 pathway is currently

out of the scope of any theoretical approach. Moreover, detailed kinetics is mostly available for

specific cell lines and specific organisms. The specificity for cell line and organism reduces the

relevant experimental data that can be integrated into a kinetic model. The PN approach

enables the further development of a model of high abstraction level to a detailed kinetic

model if the relevant information becomes available.

Fig 1 schematically illustrates the molecular processes of TNFR1 signal transduction. This

pathway is initiated by the stimulation of the TNF receptor followed by the formation of com-

plex I and a diversity of consecutive and concurrent molecular processes. An example is the

translocation of NF-κB into the nucleus, which facilitates gene expression activity and tran-

scription of proteins like IκB, A20, cellular FLICE-inhibitory protein (cFLIPL), B-cell lym-

phoma 2 (BCL-2), and X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein (XIAP). The transcription of

these proteins affects, e.g., the regulation of the TNFR1 signaling pathway. The formation of

complex IIa, complex IIb, and the necrosome may induce either apoptosis or necroptosis.

The Petri net model of signaling processes of cell survival, apoptosis, and

necroptosis

In the following, we refer to the PN terminology, which we explain in detail in section “Materi-
als and Methods”. Based on the processes illustrated in Fig 1, we constructed a PN model to

analyze the broad combinatorial spectra of signaling pathways. The model comprises stoichi-

ometry relations for well-studied processes in combination with the abstraction of a simple

transition for processes with unknown stoichiometry or controversial experimental findings.

Fig 2 represents the PN model with 118 places, 130 transitions, and 299 edges. For a SBML ver-

sion of the Petri net, we refer to S1 Data. For the list of transitions, places, and label abbrevia-

tions, we refer to S1–S4 Tables, respectively. In Fig 2, signal cascades towards NF-κB

activation, apoptosis, and necroptosis are highlighted blue, green, and red, respectively. A dot

in a circle indicates a place with one token in the initial marking. Gray circles represent logical
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places, which appear at several locations of the network layout and represent one unique place

of the same name in the PN. On the left side, the layout separately shows the synthesis of 26

housekeeping proteins that are required for maintaining the basic cellular function. The input

and output transitions were labeled according to their biological meaning. All other transitions

were consecutively numbered. Input transitions (squares without outgoing edges) represent

syntheses of proteins. Output transitions (squares without incoming edges) model the diverse

cellular outcomes, like apoptosis, necroptosis, or survival as well as degradation and dissocia-

tion processes for proteins and protein complexes, respectively. The places were labeled

according to the biological meaning, e.g., by the names of a protein, a modified protein, or a

protein complex. To ensure correctness and completeness of the model to the greatest possible

extent, we applied the invariant analysis.

Place invariants reflect substance conservation

The five place invariants (PIs) of the PN, all containing two places, represented the conserva-

tion of the proteins IκB, A20, XIAP, cFLIPL, and BCL-2, see Table 1.

Fig 2. The PN model of TNFR1 signal transduction. The PN consists of 118 places drawn as white or gray circles, 130 transitions drawn as black squares, and

299 directed edges. Logical places were colored gray, describing vertices with equal names that represent one vertex in the underlying data structure of the PN.

The essential processes of NF-κB activation, apoptosis, and necroptosis were shaded blue, green, and red, respectively. The initial marking was represented by

one token (black dot) assigned to the places IκB_g, A20_g, XIAP_g, cFLIP_g, and BCL-2_g (g stands for gene) for each place invariant (PI).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g002
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Fig 3 depicts the regulation of NF-B activity highlighting the place invariant PI1. PI1

describes the conservation of the gene of IκB, which was neither produced nor degraded. The

total token load never changes for the two places and with regard to the initial marking, the

token is either allocated to place IkB_g or place NF-kB:IkB_g. In the initial marking, a token

was assigned to place IkB_g, which represents the gene of IκB. The activated transcription fac-

tor can bind to the gene (transition T26) and induces the transcription of the mRNA. Follow-

ing the transcription, the gene as well as the transcription factor dissociated, and both were

regained (transition T27). The other PIs of the PN, PI2, PI3, PI4, PI5, featured a similar regula-

tory motif.

Table 1. The place invariants with their places and the biological meaning.

PI Places Biological meaning

1 IkB_g, NF-kB:IkB_g Gene expression of IκB

2 A20_g, NF-kB:A20_g Gene expression of A20

3 XIAP_g, NF-kB:XIAP_g Gene expression of XIAP

4 cFLIPL_g, NF-kB:cFLIPL_g Gene expression of cFLIPL

5 BCL-2_g, NF-kB:BCL-2_g Gene expression of BCL-2

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.t001

Fig 3. Model of the regulation of NF-κB activity. A part of the PN model in Fig 2 was colored black and blue. Places of the place

invariant PI1, IkB_g and NF-kB:IkB_g, were colored blue. White circles represent places and black squares transitions. A dot on a place

illustrates a token, here on place IkB_g. The token may move to place NF-kB_n:IkB_g and back but will never vanish. The invariant PI1

reflects the conversation of the gene for the transcription of IkB.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g003
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Transition invariants reflect basic dynamic patterns

The examination of transition invariants (TIs) is an important analysis for the verification of

the PN since they reflect basic dynamic patterns. The TNFR1 PN was covered by 48 TIs,

wherein each transition was part of a TI. All 48 TIs represented reasonable signal flows, see S5

Table. All TIs contained input and output transitions. Only TI18 was a trivial TI, which

described the synthesis and degradation of NF-κB. 33 of the 48 TIs represented incomplete sig-

naling pathways, so-called dissected pathways. Dissected pathways do not cover a pathway

from receptor activation to cell response. S5 Table indicated dissected pathways by TI num-

bers in bold face. S1 (TI15) and S2 (TI9) Figs show examples of dissected pathways. A dissected

pathway ignores interrelation with other pathways, see, e.g., the missing activation of NF-κB

that is necessary to induce the A20 feedback regulation of TI9. For the list of TIs and their bio-

logical interpretations, we refer to S5 Table. The remaining 15 TIs were also Manatee invari-

ants (MIs) that describe complete signaling pathways, i.e., from the receptor activation to the

cell response [63], see section “Materials and Methods”. For the verification of a biological PN,

we postulated as important criterion that every TI should be biologically meaningful.

Exemplarily, TI2 colored green in Fig 4 comprised the formation of complex I, along with

its ubiquitination with K63 and M1 Ub chains, the dissociation of complex I by ubiquitination

via CYLD recruited to LUBAC, the formation of complex IIb, and extrinsic activation of cas-

pase 3, which induces apoptosis. TI2 described a reasonable signal flow in the PN and hence

corresponded to a possible pathway mediated by TNFR1 signal transduction.

Manatee invariants describe complete signaling pathways from receptor

activation to cell response

Overall, we found 279 MIs, see S6 Table. Each of the 279 MIs represented a unique pathway of

the molecular switch between cell survival, apoptosis, and necroptosis. Exemplarily, Fig 5

highlights MI7 that combined three TIs, TI9 colored blue, TI15 colored red, and TI18 colored

green. MI7 exemplified typical mutual dependencies of TIs that make isolated TIs nonfunc-

tional. The red signal flow described by TI15 required NF-κB, i.e., a token on place NF-κB, as

well as a token on place CI (complex I). NF-κB was provided by transition Syn_NF-κB of the

green TI18. Complex I was provided by transition T13 of the blue TI9. Vice versa, the signal

flow described by the blue TI9 cannot work without NF-κB in the nucleus, i.e., a token on

place NF-κB_n. Translocation of NF-κB into the nucleus required an active transition T25 of

the red invariant TI15.

TI9 S2 Fig describes the dissected pathway of the A20 feedback regulation in complex I.

MI7, see Fig 5, which includes TI9 colored blue, represents a complete signal flow. MI7 includes

the A20 feedback loop and covers the signal flow of complex I formation and activation of NF-

κB with its translocation into the nucleus and gene expression of IκB and A20. The inhibitor,

IκB, terminates gene expression and restores the inhibitory complex of NF-κB and IκB in the

cytosol. A20 binds to complex I, leads to the dissociation of the complex, and prevents the for-

mation of complex II. For other MIs that contain TI9, see S3 and S4 Figs.

Classification of MI-defined signaling pathways

Each of the 279 MIs denoted a complete and unique signaling pathway, see S6 Table. For

space reasons, we abstained from a discussion of each individual pathway. We classified the

MIs according to their biological outcome. We assigned 166 MI-induced subnetworks to

unique cell response, either survival, apoptosis, or necroptosis. We assigned 65 MIs to multiple

cell responses and called them ambiguous pathways. An ambiguous pathway covers, e.g., the
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inhibition of MOMP induction, which would result in cell survival and apoptosis induction

via the extrinsic pathway. In this special case, MOMP induction is part of the intrinsic path-

way, but extrinsic apoptosis induction is still possible. Thus, the MOMP induction would be

classified as an apoptosis pathway. This was true for 48 MIs of the 113 MIs, so they were all

considered for the classification, overall 214 (48 + 166) MIs.

The largest fraction of 56% of the pathways steered the cell to survival, whereas 27% and

17% of the pathways led to apoptosis and necroptosis, respectively, see Fig 6. We neglected the

65 ambiguous pathways because they either could trigger both types of cell death, apoptosis

and necroptosis, or represent housekeeping pathways without induction of a specific cellular

response. A simple example of a housekeeping pathway is the synthesis and degradation of

NF-κB described by TI18 colored green in Fig 5. Note that, TI18 also corresponds to MI18. For

pathways that can trigger both types of cell death, accurate quantitative simulations would be

required to determine the stochastic chance of the cell to end up either in apoptosis or

necroptosis.

Fig 4. The TI2-induced subnetwork. The TI2-induced subnetwork was highlighted green in the PN model of Fig 2. The subnetwork covers the formation of

complex IIb (place CIIb indicated by a red arrow) and induction of apoptosis (transition Apoptosis indicated by a red arrow) via the activation of CASP3 (places

CASP3 as logical places indicated by a red arrows) in the extrinsic pathway. Additional logical places that connected graphical subnetworks were Procaspase3
and TRADD:RIP1, each marked by a red arrow.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g004
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In silico knockouts

The knowledge of the combinatorial diversity of pathways enabled us to estimate the vulnera-

bility of the system to perturbations, caused, for example, by knockouts of proteins. We exam-

ined the PN for its robustness properties and vulnerability, applying knockout studies on MIs.

In the in silico knockout analysis we wanted to get the number of blocked molecular species

downstream of the pathways [64]. We performed the in silico knockout analysis for all proteins

and the complete set of proteins and protein complexes. We selected all transitions, which rep-

resent protein syntheses, and all places of the PN model except for the places of a PI. In total,

we considered 31 transitions and 108 places in the knockout matrix illustrated in Fig 7. The

knockout was performed applying the software tool isiKnock [64] based on MIs (fast search).

All protein knockouts affected at least one pathway component, which emphasized that all

proteins have a specific function in the network. Fig 8 shows a bar plot of the percentage of the

network that becomes inoperable, if we would knockout the synthesis of a specific protein. We

ranked the proteins according to the percentage of affected pathway entities. The dissection of

the hierarchy of a pathway is important for potential application in therapeutic interventions.

A protein that is a player more upstream in the pathway may have also an impact on other

Fig 5. The MI7-induced subnetwork of the PN model in Fig 2. The MI7-induced subnetwork consists of TI9 in blue, TI15 in red, and TI18 in green.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g005
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downstream branches in an undesired form of crosstalk. Therefore, a later intervention of the

pathway is often more favorable because it acts more specifically [9]. Some proteins or com-

plexes, which can be activated in various ways, were more robust to errors because alternative

signal flows might enabled their activation. The components of the pathway that were involved

in the processes of receptor stimulation and complex I formation were obviously more sensi-

tive to perturbations than downstream branching pathways. TNF-α (called TNF in Fig 8) and

TNFR were top-ranked as they are essential upstream in each pathway. RIP1 was an important

node, as it plays key roles in NF-κB activation, apoptosis, and necroptosis. However, not all

branches of the network were RIP1-dependent, like apoptosis mediated via complex IIa. Only

housekeeping pathways remained unaffected. Proteins of the intrinsic apoptotic branch,

Fig 6. Pathway classification of MIs. Pie chart of the classification of MIs according to survival, apoptosis, and

necroptosis pathways. Ambiguous MIs were neglected in the chart. In total, 214 MIs were taken into account.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g006

Fig 7. Complete knockout matrix the PN of TNFR1 signal transduction in Fig 2. The color-coded effects of the knockout of all syntheses of proteins (31

transitions) are displayed for all places of the PN except for the places belonging to a PI (108 places). Red denotes affected and gray non-affected places.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g007
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necroptosis, and proteins upregulated by NF-κB had more specific functions in the molecular

switch and got a lower ranking.

The hierarchical cluster tree

We performed a clustering of the knockout data of the complete in silico knockout matrix in

Fig 7. For the hierarchical clustering of the matrix entries, we applied the software NOVA [65]

with the settings UPGMA [66] with Pearson correlation distance [67]. Fig 9 depicts the result-

ing hierarchical cluster tree. The cluster tree simplifies the interpretation of the knockout

results for the complete in silico knockout matrix in Fig 7. Each leaf of the tree is a protein. We

labeled some nodes of the cluster tree according to a relevant biological process. To cluster the

proteins, we represented a protein by the downstream effect of its knockout, i.e., the set of

blocked species. We labeled specific branch points by the characteristic, regulative function of

the group of proteins, e.g., ubiquitination in complex I, activation of CASP8, and activation of

NF-κB.

The three major branches of the TNFR1 signaling pathway are illustrated in Fig 9. The

green color marks the nodes associated to processes of apoptosis induction, the blue and pur-

ple colors label the nodes associated to processes of the signaling to NF-κB, and the red color

marks the nodes associated to necroptosis initiation. Proteins involved in similar processes

were correctly clustered together, as the regulation via ubiquitination in complex I, the activa-

tion of CASP8, and the regulation of NF-κB activity. Due to crosstalk and feedback, the regula-

tion of complex I was more strongly coupled to apoptosis than to necrosis, leading to a

merging of the two branches Regulation of complex I and Apoptosis. The necroptosis branch

was separately clustered because the regulation of complex I has a stronger link to the

Fig 8. Ranking of proteins of the TNFR1 signaling pathway. The bar chart displays the percentage of affected MIs

for the knocked out proteins, see Fig 7.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g008
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apoptosis pathway via crosstalk and feedback mechanisms derived from NF-κB-mediated

gene expression. The three proteins of the necroptosis branch, RIP3, MLKL, and cFLIPs, were

grouped together very late. Large clusters for the activation of NF-κB or the intrinsic pathway

of apoptosis were already merged before RIP3 and MLKL clustered together. The necroptosis

branch remained separated from all other functions until the very last clustering step.

Knockout analysis of a selected submatrix

We employed the in silico knockout for an additional verification of the PN model and for a

discussion of the molecular switch behavior. Whereas some knockout effects were obvious,

others can only be derived from network analysis. In the following, we discuss exemplary

knockouts in detail. Fig 10 shows a subsection of the in silico knockout matrix in Fig 7. We

selected 20 proteins for single knockout and determined the effects for 21 pathway entities, see

S7 Table. The additional two rows in Fig 10 represent the effect of the multiple knockouts for

SMAC mimetic and the impairment of translation by cycloheximide. The selection should

allow to deduce the impact of the proteins on the molecular switching behavior. Therefore, we

examined the effect of the in silico knockouts on selected pathway entities, which represent

important signaling nodes and cover all pathways, including complex I (CI), complex IIa

(CIIa), complex IIb (CIIb), apoptosome, and necrosome (RIP1:RIP3). To perform a detailed

analysis for the knockout of all proteins in all network components is out of the scope of the

paper.

In the following, we explicitly describe the results of in silico single and multiple knockouts

of the submatrix in Fig 10 summarized in S7 Table.

Fig 9. Hierarchical cluster tree. The places in the PN were clustered based on the matrix in Fig 7. The hierarchical clustering was performed, using the

software tool NOVA [65] with UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic mean) [66] with Pearson correlation distance [67]. Each leaf of the

tree is a protein. Some nodes in the cluster tree were marked blue, green, and red, referring to processes of NF-κB activation, apoptosis induction, and

necroptosis induction, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g009
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Knockout of BAX (row 1): There were six red entries. Obviously, the knockout of BAX

had a negative effect on the complex formation of BCL-2 and BAX (BCL-2:BAX), but an

impact on the activation of CASP9 in the apoptosome (CASP9, Apoptosome). The activation of

CASP3 and CASP8 were affected (CASP3, CASP8).

Knockout of cFLIPS (row 2): We observed only one red entry for the complex of cFLIPS

bound to complex IIb (CIIb:cFLIPs). cFLIPS can promote necroptosis induction in complex

IIb. Since other pathways exist that can induce necroptosis, the knockout of cFLIPS had no

direct effect on necroptosis induction.

Knockout of cIAP1/2, TRAF2 (rows 3, 20): Both rows had the same ten red entries affect-

ing the formation of complex I and the NF-κB-dependent gene expression as well as the feed-

back and crosstalk regulation of the target genes. This emphasized the direct regulation of both

proteins since cIAP1/2 requires TRAF2 for recruitment.

Fig 10. In silico knockout submatrix of the PN in Fig 2. The rows list the proteins, which were knocked out, and the

columns give the protein complexes in the network, which could be affected by the knockout. A red (gray) entry

indicates that the respective complex was (was not) affected. We performed a single knockout analysis for twenty

proteins and displayed the effect for a part of 21 pathway entities. The last two rows represent multiple knockouts and

display the effect of SMAC mimetic, i.e., the knockout of XIAP and cIAP, and the impairment of the translation of

upregulated genes by cycloheximide, i.e., the knockout of IκB, A20, XIAP, cFLIPL, and BCL-2.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g010
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Knockout of CYLD (row 4): There was one red entry for the complex of CYLD bound to

complex I (CI:CYLD). CYLD promotes the dissociation of complex I and the formation of

complex II. Since several pathways also cover downstream processes, no additional effects

were observed.

Knockout of FADD, procaspase 8 (rows 5, 12): Both rows exhibited the same 14 red

entries all associated to apoptosis processes. Only the survival pathways and necroptosis induc-

tion were still functional. This emphasized the direct regulation of both proteins since procas-

pase 8 requires FADD for recruitment.

Knockout of IKK, LUBAC, NEMO, TAK1 (rows 6, 7, 9, 16): All four rows had the same

nine red entries, which indicated the strong relation of the proteins in the Ub-dependent regula-

tion in complex I. All red entries affected the downstream activation of NF-κB and the regulation

of the target genes, while complex II formation and cell death induction remained functional.

Knockout of MLKL (row 8): We got only one red entry for activated MLKL located at the

plasma membrane prior necroptosis induction (MLKL_PM). Since this refers to the last step in

the necroptosis pathway, necroptosis induction was hampered.

Knockout of NF-κB (row 10): We had eight red entries, all referring to NF-κB regulation

via IκB and the regulation of NF-κB-dependent genes.

Knockout of procaspase 3 (row 11): We observed two red entries. The knockout affected

CASP3 activation and CASP3 inhibition by XIAP (CASP3, XIAP:CASP3).

Knockout of procaspase 9 (row 13): We had four red entries, all referring to the processes

of the regulation of procaspase 9 in the apoptosome via XIAP and SMAC.

Knockout of RIP1 (row 14): We got 14 red entries, affecting the formation of complex I

and the induction of necroptosis. Only apoptosis processes were still functioning since RIP1 is

a major player in the TNFR1 signal transduction pathway.

Knockout of RIP3 (row 15): We had two red entries. The formation of the necrosome and

the activation of MLKL were affected by the knockout of RIP3 (RIP1:RIP3, MLKL_PM).

Knockout of TNF, TNFR1, TRADD (rows 17, 18, 19): All three rows showed the same 20

red entries, affecting all places except the nuclear NF-κB (NF-kB_n), due to the turnover of

NF-κB, which remains unaffected by the knockout. Since the three proteins initialized the

pathway, all downstream pathway components were affected by the knockouts.

Effect of SMAC mimetic by multiple knockout of cIAP1/2 and XIAP (row 21): We had

ten red entries, all referring to the formation of complex I, NF-κB-dependent gene expression

and XIAP regulation. Only apoptosis and necroptosis induction remained functional.

Effect of cycloheximide by multiple knockout of IκB, A20, XIAP, cFLIPL, and BCL-2

(row 22): We got seven red entries, mimicking the effect of cycloheximide, which impaired

the translation of upregulated genes. This predicted that only the cell death pathways remain

unaffected. Upon TNF stimulation, most cells did not exert cell death because of rapid gene

expression of cFLIPL, cIAP2, XIAP, and BCL-2, which may inhibit cell death signaling [68].

The treatment with cycloheximide, an inhibitor of translation, or actinomycin D, an inhibitor

of transcription, resulted in enhanced cell death [69].

Discussion

The Petri net model

The study of TNFR1 signal transduction has a long history and revealed many theories. Each

theory has its own the individual focus and may reflect alternative viewpoints [10,70]. Contra-

dictory results in literature and variations in signal transduction, occurring, for example, in

different cell types, require a disentangled view of the involved interplay of complex molecular

processes [71].
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Incompleteness and diversity of the data, limited knowledge, and uncertainties in the litera-

ture are general challenges for all modeling techniques. Therefore, we used experimentally

determined data published in peer-reviewed and high-ranking journals for model creation.

We started with review papers. Because of the expertise of physicians in the group, we were

mainly interested in mammalian processes. We did not perform any wet-lab experiments, but

discussed contradicting findings in the literature with experimentalists, exhibiting expertise in

the relevant topic. The application of techniques to verify theoretical consistency of the model

and to check the biological interpretation for correctness was mandatory to get confidence

into the model.

The PN covers signaling processes of cell survival, apoptosis, and necroptosis. The PN

model compiled the current view of the TNFR1 signaling pathway. During the development of

the model, well-established views of molecular regulations had been superseded by other pro-

posed regulatory mechanisms. An example is the regulation of A20, which operates as a deubi-

quitinating enzyme in the feedback regulation of NF-κB signaling. Originally, its suppressive

role in NF-κB signaling has been assigned to the proteasomal degradation of RIP1 by a

K48-linked Ub tag [72]. Recently, this assignment has been questioned even though the func-

tional role of A20 in a feedback mechanism has long been viewed as important to terminate

signal transduction.

On the contrary, less-understood processes could not be integrated in the PN model since

the exact mechanism of regulation was not entirely characterized. Important aspects that need

further investigation are, for example, the effect of RIP1 phosphorylation and the regulation by

ubiquitination within complex II. Further, the exact mechanism of necroptosis execution and

the mode of action of MLKL remains to be identified. Further experimental efforts are neces-

sary to get a clearer picture of the TNFR1-mediated signaling pathways and to provide infor-

mation to support a sound theoretical investigation.

Model analysis

To investigate networks of pathways in systems biology profoundly, the determination of all

possible signal flows was obligatory. The mathematical approach of place invariants (PIs) and

transition invariants (TIs) explained substance conservation and the basic system’s behavior,

respectively. TI-induced subnetworks represented functional modules. Manatee invariants

(MIs) constructed by linear combination of TIs described complete functional signal flows in a

network that operates at steady state. The complexity of the computation of MIs was related to

the number of TIs and the possible linear combinations. For the PN of TNFR1 signal transduc-

tion, the number of MIs highly increased with regard to the number of TIs, from 48 TIs to 279

MIs. The analysis revealed substance conservation, basic dynamics of the system, and all com-

plete signaling pathways.

Knockout analysis: Knockout analysis was applied for classification of pathways, ranking

of pathway’s entities, and clustering of processes. The deduction of the regulation of signal

transduction via knockout experiments was not an easy task since the pathway components

were involved in several processes. Further, the variation of results between cell types, type of

experiment, and working group, had an essential influence on the diversity of the data. The in
silico knockout analysis could reveal obvious relations, expected dependencies, and predictions

of effects that were not yet experimentally proven. Not in every case, the results of the knock-

out prediction did match the experimental knockouts. On the one hand, the TI or MI analysis

may not capture all relevant pathway dependencies due to an insufficiently detailed modeling

of the processes, or the knockout behavior is dependent on other signal flows, too, which were

not explicitly included in the PN model. On the other hand, the experiments may be obtained
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for a specific cell type and may not be applicable to all cells. For such cases, we suggest to adapt

the PN model of TNFR1 signal transduction to a specific cell type.

Pathway classification: The result was in accordance with the expected biological behavior

because most cells exhibited a robust survival response and suppressed the cell death induction

[68]. The dissection of the hierarchy of a pathway was important for later use in therapeutic

implication. A protein that was a player upstream in the pathway may had also an impact on

other downstream branches in an undesired form of crosstalk. Therefore, a later intervention

of the pathway was often more favorable because it acts more specifically [9]. Some proteins or

complexes, which could be activated in different ways, were more robust to errors since alter-

native signal flows could still lead to their activation. The components of the pathway that

were involved in the processes of receptor stimulation and complex I formation, were obvi-

ously more sensitive to perturbations since many downstream-branching pathways were

dependent on the initialization. Therefore, TNFR1, TNF-α, and TRADD were the proteins

with the highest influence on other network components. Hereafter, the proteins of complex I

with RIP1 were leading the way. RIP1 was an important protein since it played key roles in

NF-κB activation, apoptosis, and necroptosis. However, not all branches of the network were

RIP1-dependent, like apoptosis mediated via complex IIa. The proteins of complex I had a

higher impact, too, because they had an influence on the formation of complex II, the activa-

tion of NF-κB, and subsequent gene expression. The resulting crosstalk to the cell death path-

ways enhanced the influence of the proteins of complex I. The proteins of the intrinsic

apoptotic branch and necroptosis induction as well as the proteins, which were upregulated by

NF-κB, were less essential and acted more specifically.

Robustness describes an inherent quality of systems and aims to maintain and ensure the

correct function of a system [26]. Alternative signal flows, which target the same cellular

response, enhance the robustness. The more redundant signal flows activate one cellular out-

come, the more robust is the system to potential failing modes. The various signal flows to the

different outcomes determined by MIs revealed the robustness of the TNFR1 signaling system.

We concluded that the system is robust to perturbations and that the survival response is most

likely to occur followed by apoptosis and then necroptosis, with regard to the amount of

assigned pathways.

Pharmaceutical therapies: The TNFR1 signaling pathway will always be a target of cyto-

protective or cytotoxic therapies since it controls opposing responses and has a major function

in immunity and development [13,17]. The intertwined regulatory network makes it difficult

to directly intervene cell death pathways in the desired way [73]. For cancer treatment, it is an

important strategy to overcome the resistance to cell death by manipulation of signaling path-

ways. Such a strategy is based on SMAC mimetic, which inhibits IAP proteins [74]. SMAC

mimetic mocks the function of SMAC and inhibits cIAPs, thus, preventing RIP1 ubiquitina-

tion and phosphorylation [68]. It intervenes the early checkpoint and leads to a decrease of Ub

chains in complex I and promotes the formation of complex II, inducing RIP1 kinase-depen-

dent cell death [15,75]. The prediction of the in silico knockout was in accordance with the

experimental findings of SMAC-mimetic treatment. Upon TNF-α stimulation, most cells do

not exert cell death because of rapid gene expression of cFLIPL, cIAP2, XIAP, and BCL-2,

which inhibit cell death signaling [68]. The treatment with cycloheximide, an inhibitor of

translation, or actinomycin D, an inhibitor of transcription, results in enhanced cell death

[69].

The molecular switch: The determination of specific checkpoints of the system was impor-

tant to intervene the signaling cascade in a desired manner. The survival response was very

robust to perturbations. Therefore, we needed to determine the factors that overcome this

robust response and promote cell death pathways. We determined the important checkpoints
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in complex I in terms of the ubiquitination within complex I and the activation of NF-κB-

dependent gene expression. The impairment of ubiquitination, e.g., by SMAC mimetic or the

in silico knockout of TRAF2 and cIAP, favored the induction of apoptosis and necroptosis.

The upregulated genes by NF-κB negatively controlled cell death signaling. We showed that

the impairment of NF-κB activation, e.g., by knockout of proteins of complex I like LUBAC,

and the translation of upregulated genes, e.g., by simulating a cycloheximide treatment, pro-

moted cell death induction.

Ubiquitinated RIP1 has been reported to have a scaffold function for the required kinases,

TAK1 and IKK, in complex I and to promote cell survival [18]. Deubiquitinated RIP1 can

form complex II and positively regulates cell death [76,77]. cIAP is important for TNFR1 sig-

naling since the depletion abolishes the Ub decoration within the complex I [78,79]. The PN

model supported this view since in absence of RIP1 only apoptosis induction can occur, and

the impairment of RIP1 ubiquitination by cIAP and TRAF2 led to the formation of complex

II.

Phosphorylated RIP1 has been reported to inhibit kinase-dependent induction of cell

death, following TNFR1 ligation [76]. Several studies have reported either IKK or MAPKAP

kinase 2 (MK2), which are activated within and downstream of the complex I, to be kinases

that may phosphorylate RIP1 [76,80–82]. It has been suggested that the phosphorylation of

RIP1 has affected the interaction of RIP1 with FADD and CASP8 [81,76]. For the association

of the necrosome and the activation of RIP3, RIP1 kinase activity is required. The phosphory-

lation of RIP1 may function as a repressor of necroptosis besides of apoptosis [68]. To inte-

grate the exact mechanism of RIP1 phosphorylation into the PN model, further experimental

studies would be required.

Another checkpoint to enhance the resistance to cell death induction is the NF-κB-depen-

dent gene expression. Only full activation of IKK leads to NF-κB activation [18,71]. It has been

shown that the depletion or inhibition of IKK and NEMO affects the induction of apoptosis

[81,83]. LUBAC and TAK1 inhibition also promote complex II formation [81,84,85]. This is in

accordance with the in silico knockout predictions for IKK, NEMO, TAK1, and LUBAC

because only apoptosis induction and necroptosis induction remained functional after a single

knockout of either IKK, NEMO, TAK1, or LUBAC.

The level of cFLIPL is regulated by NF-κB activation. cFLIPL is a homolog of CASP8 and

competes with CASP8 to form a heterodimer and prevents full activation of CASP8. If NF-κB

activation is blocked, the level of cFLIPL decreases, leading to the induction of apoptosis [86].

Other target genes of NF-κB, BCL-2 and XIAP inhibit the intrinsic apoptosis pathway and

apoptosis induction by caspase inhibition [87]. Cycloheximide treatment impairs the transla-

tion of the upregulated genes. The results of the in silico knockout of cFLIPL, BCL-2, and

XIAP was in accordance with the expected effects of the drug cycloheximide.

The checkpoints that mediate signal transduction in complex I and from complex I to com-

plex II are well-characterized. But the exact regulation within complex II has not been entirely

clarified. In complex II, the checkpoints mainly control caspase activity. TRADD needs to dis-

sociate from complex I and binds to FADD to provide a platform for CASP8 recruitment and

apoptosis induction [88]. cFLIPL is usually upregulated at the time point at which complex II

can has been assembled in the cytosol and inhibits caspase activation. The two isoforms of

cFLIP differentially regulate the activity of complex II [79]. While cFLIPL, binding to CASP8

and FADD, has a survival function, blocking apoptosis and necroptosis, cFLIPS, binding to

CASP8, inhibits full activation of caspase activity [89,90]. There are evidences that the forma-

tion of complex IIa and complex IIb has also several checkpoints, involving post-translational

modifications. The influence of ubiquitination in complex II needs to be further studied [91].

CYLD is a substrate of CASP8, which may be involved in the regulation of the switch of
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complex IIa to complex IIb [92]. Also A20 has been reported to inhibit RIP3 activation by ubi-

quitination and to prevent necroptosis induction, which would result in another crosstalk

from the target gene of NF-κB [91].

Materials and Methods

Petri nets

Petri nets (PNs) represent a graph theory-based mathematical formalism to model systems of

concurrent processes [31,32]. PNs are widely-used in computer science for technical applica-

tions [93] and systems biology [33,35,36,38,94–96]. PNs are directed, bipartite, labeled graphs.

They exhibit two type of vertices, one type for the passive elements of the system called places
and one for the active elements called transitions. For biochemical systems, the places model

biological entities, for example, proteins, ligands, protein complexes, genes, transcripts, metab-

olites, and other chemical compounds. Transitions stand for the reactions transforming one

place into another, for example, chemical reactions, phosphorylation, ubiquitination, complex

formation, and other. The directed edges connect only vertices of different type. Places with

outgoing edges are called pre-places and places with ingoing edges post-places, with respect to

the transition the edges connect with the considered place. Edges are labeled by integers.

Formally, we define a PN as a quintuple N = (P, T, F, W, m0) with:

P = {p1, p2, . . ., pm} is the finite set of places.

T = {t1, t2, . . ., tn} is the finite set of transitions.

F� (P × T) [ (T × P) is the set of flow relations or edges, resp.

W: F!N defines the edge weights.

m0: P!N0 is the initial marking.

For classical PNs called P/T nets (Place/Transition nets), the dynamics is performed by

movable objects named tokens that are located on the places. A token represents a discrete unit

of an entity, for example, one mole of a chemical compound or one molecule. A token distri-

bution defines a system state and is given by the marking, m, which is a vector of the size of the

set of places, |P|. The initial marking, m0, describes the initial state of the system before starting

a simulation. The marking is illustrated by points on the corresponding places or by integer

numbers.

Tokens move through a PN following specific firing rules. In P/T nets, firing rules are time-

less, meaning that the tokens on the pre-places are removed at the same time as the tokens are

produced on the post-places, see Fig 11.

In the following, we adopt the notations for a vector x and a scalar a:

• x = a means that all components of x are identical to a,

• x�a means that no component of x is less than a but x = a is excluded,

• and x>a means that all components of x are larger than a.

Even if not explicitly specified, all implicit relations are assumed to be satisfied. For exam-

ple, for a matrix C and a vector x, a product C x implies that the number of columns of the

matrix C is the same as the number of components of the vector, x.

We modeled the PN as an open system, meaning that all proteins of the pathway are synthe-

sized and degraded. There are transitions without pre-places for synthesis and transitions

without post-places for degradation. The only exceptions were genes that induce the

synthesis of proteins in a controlled manner and, therefore, formed specific patterns in the PN

model.
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Invariants

Among other properties, invariants characterize a PN. This property always holds at steady state

independent of the system state and of the initial marking [97]. Invariants can relate the structure

of the net to the behavior of the system and allow for predictions of the system’s dynamics.

We define transition invariants (TIs) and place invariants (PIs). Both are based on the inci-

dence matrix of the PN, C: P×T, with P as the set of places and T as the set of transitions, see

also the definition of PNs in the previous subsection “Petri nets”. An entry in C indicates the

change in the number of tokens on the considered place (row), when the considered transition

(column) fires. The incidence matrix describes the topology of a pure PN in a unique way. A

pure PN does not contain loops, meaning bidirectional edges, between a transition and a place.

Transition invariants

A TI is a superset of transitions, whose firing sequence reestablishes an arbitrary initial mark-

ing, Δm0 = 0, i.e., keeps the system state invariant. A TI is defined as a Parikh vector, x: T!N,

of a firing sequence that fulfills the equation Δm = C x = 0. The number of firings per transition

is given by the elements of x. An integer solution x is a true invariant if it has no negative com-

ponents, i.e., x�0. The set of transitions, whose components in x are positive, i.e., x> 0,

defines the support of the TI, supp(x). A TI, x, is minimal if no other solution, x‘, exists with

supp(x)� supp(x’), and the largest common divisor of all elements of x equals one. We con-

sider minimal, non-negative, integer solutions, x, as a TI. A PN is covered by TIs (CTI) if every

transition is a member of at least one TI. For metabolic systems, a TI, then called an elemen-

tary mode, describes a biological pathway at steady state [98]. The concept of elementary

modes has been developed via a convex cone analysis and has been mainly applied to meta-

bolic systems. Meanwhile, also applications to signaling and gene regulatory systems have

been published [99]. The analysis of TIs gives a rigorous way to verify the model for its correct-

ness [100]. The CTI property describes the consistency in a theoretical sense [32].

Place invariants

Analogously to TIs, we define a PI as an integer solution, x: T!N, of the equation y CT = 0,

where CT denotes the transposed incidence matrix. The definition of a minimal and true PI is

Fig 11. PN example for firing of a P/T net. A) The PN consists of five places depicted by circles, two transitions

depicted by squares, and six directed edges. The edge from p1 to t1 has a weight of two. For all other edges with a

weight equals one, no label is drawn. p3 and t2 are connected via a read edge (read arc), which is bidirectional. Tokens

are depicted as dots on the places p1, p2, and p4, defining the initial markingm0 = (2, 1, 0, 1, 0). In this marking,

transition t1 is activated. B) The PN after the firing of t1. The marking has changed by removing tokens from the pre-

places, p1 and p2, and producing a token on the post-place, p3. Then, the new marking is m‘ = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010383.g011
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analogous to the definition of a minimal and true TI. A PN is covered by PIs (CPI), if every

place is member of at least one PI.

Manatee invariants

The criterion for network verification demanded for a plausible biological interpretation for

every TI. For signal transduction networks, the determination of all possible signal flows from

the signal reception to cellular response is elementary to derive insights of the behavior of the

biological system. This is a necessary prerequisite for the biological verification of the PN

model as well as follow-up studies. The PN model described the molecular processes of

TNFR1 signal transduction on a high level of detail. To allow for network analysis, we could

have modeled the processes in a more abstract way but this would have simplified the pro-

cesses, and the model might have lost important regulations. Therefore, we decided to adapt

the TI analysis to obtain biologically meaningful results in terms of complete biological path-

ways, while keeping the high level of detail of the PN model. We introduced so-called Manatee

invariants as linear combinations of TIs to ensure that the TI covers a signaling pathway from

receptor activation to cell response. For the detailed definition and derivation of MIs, we refer

to [63] Amstein et al, 2017.

Invariant-induced subnetworks

Each invariant induces a subnetwork. A TI-induced or MI-induced subnetwork is formed by

the transitions of the TI or MI, respectively, and the places and edges in between. Analogously,

a PI-induced subnetwork is defined by the places of the PI and transitions and edges in

between. Invariants decompose the PN into subnetworks that can overlap. These subnetworks

should be biologically relevant and should represent biologically functional modules.

In silico knockout analysis

Knockout studies or perturbation studies are suitable methods to reveal the vulnerable parts of

a system. The in silico knockout analysis supports a profound investigation of a comprehensive

PN model of a signaling pathway [101]. We define a knockout matrix, where each row repre-

sents the knockout of a protein, i.e., the deletion of an input transition. Each column denotes a

protein or a protein complex of the PN, whose formation could be affected by the considered

knockouts. We visualize the knockout results by coloring the matrix entries either gray (red) if

the place is part (not part) of at least one MI-induced subnet. Biologically, a gray entry indi-

cates that the formation of the respective protein or protein complex remains unaffected by

the knockout, while a red entry stands for an effect on protein or protein complex formation.

Software

For model reconstruction and analysis, we used the open-source software MonaLisa [40,41],

available under https://github.com/MolBIFFM/MonaLisa/tree/master/store. The knockout

was performed applying the open-source software isiKnock [64] based on MIs using additional

output transitions. For the hierarchical clustering of the matrix entries, we applied the open-

source software NOVA [65] with the settings UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method with

Arithmetic mean) [66] and the Pearson correlation [67] as distance measure.

Supporting information

S1 Text. The extrinsic and intrinsic pathways of apoptosis induction.

(DOCX)
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S1 Table. List of 130 transitions. For each transition, we list its name, describe the biological

meaning, and give references to relevant literature. For degradation and synthesis of proteins,

we give no reference to literature.

(DOCX)

S2 Table. Cell line specifications of transitions and references to experiments. For transi-

tions, references and specifications of cell lines that have been used in relevant in vivo experi-

ments are given.

(DOCX)

S3 Table. List of 118 places. For each place, its name and biological meaning are given. For

abbreviations applied to name places, we refer to S4 Table.

(DOCX)

S4 Table. List of abbreviations applied to name places, see S3 Table and the Petri net of

TNFR1 signal transduction in Fig 2.

(DOCX)

S5 Table. List of 48 transition invariants (TIs). For each TI, the number, the names of the

transitions, and the biological meaning are given. The number is highlighted by bold face if the

TI covers a dissected pathway. 33 TIs represent dissected pathways. An example of a dissected

pathway is TI9. TI9 induces A20 feedback regulation but ignores the interrelation of this pro-

cess with a necessary activation of NF-κB, see text.

(DOCX)

S6 Table. List of 279 Manatee invariants (MIs). For each MI, its number, the number(s) of

the transition invariants (TIs), and the names of transitions are given. For descriptions of tran-

sitions, we refer to S1 Table. For descriptions of TIs, see S5 Table. An MI combines several TIs

to cover a complete pathway. We indicate whether an MI is pure. A pure MI induces a network

that is free of place invariants, see text.

(DOCX)

S7 Table. Effects of in silico knockouts of specific proteins. The list interprets the in silico
knockout matrix of Fig 10. For each row of the matrix, the table lists the knocked out protein

(s), the number of affected proteins or complexes, and descriptions of affected processes and

of related processes. Knockouts with identical patterns of red circles are merged.

(DOCX)

S1 Fig. Exemplary transition invariant (TI), TI15. TI15 highlighted in red describes the acti-

vation of NF-κB, the degradation of IκB, the gene expression of IκB, and the interaction of

complex I with the inhibitory complex of NF-κB and I κB. The pathway relies on a former pro-

duction of complex I, place CI. The assembly process of complex I is not part of TI15 and

hence, TI15 represents an incomplete pathway.

(DOCX)

S2 Fig. Exemplary transition invariant (TI), TI9. TI9 highlighted in blue describes the assem-

bly of complex I and the dissociation of complex I via A20. The transcription of A20 relies on a

former translocation of NF-κB into the nucleus. The translocation of NF-κB into the nucleus

is not part of TI9 and hence, TI9 represents an incomplete pathway.

(DOCX)

S3 Fig. Exemplary Manatee invariant (MI), MI131. MI131 is the linear combination of four

transitions invariants (TIs), TI4 highlighted in dark green, TI9 highlighted in blue, TI15
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highlighted in red, and TI18 highlighted in green. Note that, the TIs, i.e., their color code in the

figure, may overlap. For detailed information on the TIs, we refer to S5 Table. MI131 repre-

sents a possible signal flow that is induced by the binding of TNF to the receptor TNFR, see

TI9 and TI4, highlighted in blue and in dark green, respectively. The assembly of complex I,

place CI, is part of TI9. MI131 combines the assembly of complex I with the degradation of

complex I, see TI15, highlighted in red, and the synthesis of NF-κB, see TI18, highlighted in

green. MI131 includes the inhibition of apoptosis by cFLIP, see TI4, highlighted in dark green.

MI131 represents a complete pathway. MI131 resolves all relevant preconditions and interrela-

tion of processes, as, e.g., the A20 feedback loop is accompanied by a preceding activation of

NF-κB.

(DOCX)

S4 Fig. Exemplary Manatee invariant (MI), MI209. MI209 is the linear combination of four

transition invariants (TI), TI9, highlighted in blue, TI15, highlighted in red, TI16, highlighted in

purple, and TI18, highlighted in green. Note that, the transition invariants, i.e., their color code

in the figure, may overlap. For detailed information on the transition invariants, we refer to S5

Table. MI209 represents a possible signal flow that is induced by the binding of TNF to the

receptor TNFR, see TI9, highlighted in blue. The assembly of complex I, place CI, is part of

TI9. MI209 combines the assembly of complex I with the degradation of complex I, see TI16,

highlighted in purple, the synthesis of NF-κB, see TI18, highlighted in green, and the transloca-

tion of NF-κB into the nucleus followed by the induction of transcription of IκB, see TI15,

highlighted in red. MI209 represents a complete pathway. MI209 resolves all relevant precondi-

tions and interrelation of processes, as, e.g., the A20 feedback loop is accompanied by a preced-

ing activation of NF-κB.

(DOCX)

S1 Data. Petri net in format of Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML).

(XML)
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